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A. Program Learning Outcome (PLOs) of the Undergraduate Programme in
Biology Education

No PLO PLO Competence

PLO-1
Able to demonstrate biological knowledge in molecular, cell, and
organism level and interaction with their environment.

Knowledge 1
(KN 1)

PLO-2 Able to demonstrate application skills of biological concept and
environmental issues with relevant technologies in the
management of natural resources and environment.

Knowledge 2
(KN 2)

PLO-3
Able to demonstrate pedagogic knowledge on designing, conducting,
and evaluating biology learning.

Knowledge 3
(KN 3)

PLO-4
Able to demonstrate knowledge related to research of biology
education.

Knowledge 4
(KN 4)

PLO-5
Able to design, conduct, and evaluate biology learning by using
information and communication technology (ICT).

Special
competences
1 (SC 1)

PLO-6
Able to design and perform experiments in biology learning to collect,
analyze, and interpret data to solve various issues.

Special
competences
2 (SC 2)

PLO-7
Able to design problem-solving methods by implementing transferable
skills in biology to develop ecopreneurship (eco- innovation,
eco-opportunity, eco-commitment).

Special
competences
3 (SC 3)

PLO-8 Able to communicate ideas, opinions, and results of study effectively,
both orally and in writing.

General
Competences
1 (GC1)

PLO-9 Able to make decisions based on data/information to finish tasks as part
of their responsibility in works performed.

General
Competences
2 (GC2)

PLO-10
Able to conduct long-life learning and working effectively, both
individually and as a team, have passion for entrepreneurship and
environmental care.

General
Competences
3 (GC3)

PLO-11
Able to demonstrate scientific, critical, and innovative attitude
in biology learnings, laboratory works, and their professional tasks.

Attitude 1
(AT 1)

PLO-12
Able to demonstrate religious and national cultural values and
academic ethics in performing professional tasks.

Attitude 2
(AT 2)
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B. Correlation of Courses to PLOs of Degree Program

No. Course
Code Course Name

Knowledge Specific Competences General Competences Attitude

PLO
1

PLO
2

PLO
3

PLO
4

PLO
5

PLO
6

PLO
7

PLO
8

PLO
9

PLO
10

PLO
11

PLO
12

1 1000002024 Islam
2 1000002025 Catholics
3 1000002026 Christianity
4 1000002027 Hinduism
5 1000002028 Buddhist
6 1000002029 Khonghucu
7 1000002033 Civic education
8 1000002018 Study of Pancasila
9 1000002003 Bahasa Indonesia
10 8420503031 English
11 1000002011 Social and Cultural studies
12 8420502261 Entrepreneurship
13 8420502264 Physical education
14 8420402008 Digital literation
15 8420503011 Human anatomy and physiology*
16 8420502034 English for Biology
17 8420502047 Biochemistry*
18 8420503270 Conservation biology
19 8420502050 Molecular biology
20 8420502053 Cell Biology
21 8420503060 Biostatistics and Biocomputer
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No. Course
Code Course Name

Knowledge Specific Competences General Competences Attitude

PLO
1

PLO
2

PLO
3

PLO
4

PLO
5

PLO
6

PLO
7

PLO
8

PLO
9

PLO
10

PLO
11

PLO
12

22 8420502062 Biotechnology*
23 8420504080 Ecology*
24 8420502095 Evolution
25 8420504101 Animal physiology*
26 8420504102 Plant physiology*
27 8420504108 Genetics*
28 8420502138 Conservation of Natural Resources and

Environment
29 8420503164 Microbiology*
30 8420504221 Plant systematics*
31 8420504220 Animal systematics*
32 8420504226 Plant Structure and Development*
33 8420504271 Animal Structure and Development
34 8420502045 Biogeography
35 8420502055 Applied biology
36 8420502274 Aquaculture
37 8420502079 Ecophysiology
38 8420502086 Ecotoxicology
39 8420502063 Aquatic ecology
40 8420502110 Health, Nutrient, and Psychotropic

Drugs
41 8420502111 Plant pests and diseases
42 8420502113 Histology
43 8420502118 Environmental science
44 8420502139 Tissue culture
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No. Course
Code Course Name

Knowledge Specific Competences General Competences Attitude

PLO
1

PLO
2

PLO
3

PLO
4

PLO
5

PLO
6

PLO
7

PLO
8

PLO
9

PLO
10

PLO
11

PLO
12

45 8420502162 Mycology
46 8420502166 Applied microbiology
47 8420502167 Microtechnique
48 8420502192 Waste Management
49 8420502213 Plant reproduction
50 8420502211 Animal reproduction*)
51 8420502266 Algology
52 8420502094 Assessment of Learning
53 1000003006 Fundamentals of Education
54 8420502149 Laboratory Management
55 8420502156 Biology Learning Medium
56 8420502273 Microteaching
57 8420503177 Innovative Learning I
58 8420503179 Innovative Learning II
59 8420503268 The field of Schooling or Teaching

Practice
60 8420502272 Curriculum analysis
61 8420503252 Learning Theories
62 8420502094 Evaluation and Development of

Curriculum
63 8420502176 ICT-based Learning
64 8420502269 Instruments development
65 8420502195 Research Trends in Biology Education
66 8420502207 Issues and Innovations in Biology

Learning
67 8420502026 Assessment of Higher-order thinking
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No. Course
Code Course Name

Knowledge Specific Competences General Competences Attitude

PLO
1

PLO
2

PLO
3

PLO
4

PLO
5

PLO
6

PLO
7

PLO
8

PLO
9

PLO
10

PLO
11

PLO
12

skills (HOTS)
68 8420503049 General Biology*
69 8420503134 General Chemistry*
70 8420503100 General Physics*
71 8420503150 Basic Mathematics*
72 1000002039 Educational Psychology
73 8420502097 Philosophy of Science
74 8420506222 Thesis
75 8420503159 Research Methodology in Education
76 8420502219 Seminary
77 8420503263 Community Service
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C. Roadmap of courses in the undergraduate program of Biology Education in FMNS UNESA
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D. Evaluation of PLO

Evaluation of the achievement of the Programme learning outcomes (PLO)

that is charged on each course is carried out by each lecturer at the end of each

semester. Based on the assessment of PLO charged on the course, the Lecturer Team

determines the assessment plan measurement of course learning outcomes (CLO)

which correlates with the PLO and the weighted value of each student's final

grade. For classical courses, the final score is determined based on the value of

Participation, Assignment, UTS, and UAS. The score of participation is measured

based on student responsibility in attending lectures, student participation in

discussions, questions, and opinions, skills in presenting work and presentations, and

attitudes such as responsibility, respect, discipline, honesty, and

cooperation. Furthermore, the PLO achievement was measured for each student

programming the course and classified according to four categories, namely excellent,

good, satisfy, and fail (Table 1).

Furthermore, based on the measurement results of all course, the PLO

achievement evaluation was carried out by the Head of the Education Study

Programme. At the end of each academic year, measurements are taken of the 12

PLOs that have been determined by the UPBE. The measurement results are then

analysed so that an improvement plan can be established. The results of the PLO

measurement are submitted to the Lecturer Team and the Curriculum Development

Team.

Table 1. Criteria of PLOs performance

PLO Performance
Criteria Excellent Good Satisfy Fail

1 Able to
demonstrate
biological
knowledge in
molecular, cell,
and organism
level and
interaction with
their
environment

Students are able
to demonstrate
biological
knowledge in
molecular, cell,
and organism
level and
interaction with
their environment,
with < 20%
mistakes

Students are able
to demonstrate
biological
knowledge in
molecular, cell,
and organism
level and
interaction with
their environment,
with 20-30%
mistakes

Students are able
to demonstrate
biological
knowledge in
molecular, cell,
and organism
level and
interaction with
their
environment,
with >30-44%
mistakes

Students are able
to demonstrate
biological
knowledge in
molecular, cell,
and organism
level and
interaction with
their
environment,
with >=45%
mistakes

2 Able to
demonstrate
application skills
of biological
concept and

Students are able
to demonstrate
application skills
of biological
concept and

Students are able
to demonstrate
application skills
of biological
concept and

Students are able
to demonstrate
application skills
of biological
concept and

Students are able
to demonstrate
application skills
of biological
concept and
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PLO Performance
Criteria Excellent Good Satisfy Fail

environmental
issues with
relevant
technologies in
the management
of natural
resources and
environment

environmental
issues with
relevant
technologies in
the management
of natural
resources and
environment, with
< 20% mistakes

environmental
issues with
relevant
technologies in
the management
of natural
resources and
environment, with
20-30% mistakes

environmental
issues with
relevant
technologies in
the management
of natural
resources and
environment,
with >30-44%
mistakes

environmental
issues with
relevant
technologies in
the management
of natural
resources and
environment,
with >=45%
mistakes

3 Able to
demonstrate
pedagogic
knowledge on
designing,
conducting, and
evaluating
biology learning.

Students are able
to demonstrate
pedagogic
knowledge on
designing,
conducting, and
evaluating
biology learning,
with < 20%
mistakes

Students are able
to demonstrate
pedagogic
knowledge on
designing,
conducting, and
evaluating
biology learning,
with 20-30%
mistakes

Students are able
to demonstrate
pedagogic
knowledge on
designing,
conducting, and
evaluating
biology learning,
with >30-44%
mistakes

Students are able
to demonstrate
pedagogic
knowledge on
designing,
conducting, and
evaluating
biology learning,
with >=45%
mistakes

4 Able to
demonstrate
knowledge
related to
research of
biology
education.

Students are able
to demonstrate
knowledge related
to research of
biology
education, with <
20% mistakes

Students are able
to demonstrate
knowledge related
to research of
biology education,
with 20-30%
mistakes

Students are able
to demonstrate
knowledge
related to
research of
biology
education, with
>30-44%
mistakes

Students are able
to demonstrate
knowledge
related to
research of
biology
education, with
>=45% mistakes

5 Able to design,
conduct, and
evaluate biology
learning by using
information and
communication
technology (ICT)

Students are able
to design,
conduct, and
evaluate biology
learning by using
information and
communication
technology (ICT),
with < 20%
mistakes

Students are able
to design,
conduct, and
evaluate biology
learning by using
information and
communication
technology (ICT),
with 20-30%
mistakes

Students are able
to design,
conduct, and
evaluate biology
learning by using
information and
communication
technology (ICT),
with >30-44%
mistakes

Students are able
to design,
conduct, and
evaluate biology
learning by using
information and
communication
technology
(ICT), with
>=45% mistakes

6 Able to design
and perform
experiments in
biology learning
to collect,
analyze, and
interpret data to
solve various
issues

Students are able
to design and
perform
experiments in
biology learning
to collect,
analyze, and
interpret data to
solve various
issues, with <
20% mistakes

Students are able t
to design and
perform
experiments in
biology learning
to collect,
analyze, and
interpret data to
solve various
issues, with
20-30% mistakes

Students are able
to design and
perform
experiments in
biology learning
to collect,
analyze, and
interpret data to
solve various
issues, with
>30-44%
mistakes

Students are able
to design and
perform
experiments in
biology learning
to collect,
analyze, and
interpret data to
solve various
issues, with
>=45% mistakes

7 Able to design
problem-solving
methods by
implementing
transferable
skills in biology
to develop

Students are able
to design
problem-solving
methods by
implementing
transferable skills
in biology to

Students are able
to design
problem-solving
methods by
implementing
transferable skills
in biology to

Students are able
to design
problem-solving
methods by
implementing
transferable skills
in biology to

Students are able
to design
problem-solving
methods by
implementing
transferable skills
in biology to
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PLO Performance
Criteria Excellent Good Satisfy Fail

ecopreneurship
(eco-innovation,
eco-opportunity,
eco-commitment
).

develop
ecopreneurship
(eco-innovation,
eco-opportunity,
eco-commitment),
with < 20%
mistakes

develop
ecopreneurship
(eco-innovation,
eco-opportunity,
eco-commitment),
with 20-30%
mistakes

develop
ecopreneurship
(eco-innovation,
eco-opportunity,
eco-commitment)
, with >30-44%
mistakes

develop
ecopreneurship
(eco-innovation,
eco-opportunity,
eco-commitment
), with >=45%
mistakes

8 Able to
communicate
ideas, opinions,
and results of
study effectively,
both orally and
in writing.

Students are able
to communicate
ideas, opinions,
and results of
study effectively,
both orally and in
writing, with <
20% mistakes

Students are able
to communicate
ideas, opinions,
and results of
study effectively,
both orally and in
writing, with
20-30% mistakes

Students are able
to communicate
ideas, opinions,
and results of
study effectively,
both orally and in
writing, with
>30-44%
mistakes

Students are able
to communicate
ideas, opinions,
and results of
study effectively,
both orally and in
writing, with
>=45% mistakes

9 Able to make
decisions based
on
data/information
to finish tasks as
part of their
responsibility in
works
performed.

Students are able
to make decisions
based on
data/information
to finish tasks as
part of their
responsibility in
works performed.,
with < 20%
mistakes

Students are able
to make decisions
based on
data/information
to finish tasks as
part of their
responsibility in
works performed.,
with 20-30%
mistakes

Students are able
to make decisions
based on
data/information
to finish tasks as
part of their
responsibility in
works
performed., with
>30-44%
mistakes

Students are able
to make
decisions based
on
data/information
to finish tasks as
part of their
responsibility in
works
performed., with
>=45% mistakes

10 Able to conduct
long-life learning
and working
effectively, both
individually and
as a team, have
passion for
entrepreneurship
and
environmental
care.

Students are able
to conduct
long-life learning
and working
effectively, both
individually and
as a team, have
passion for
entrepreneurship
and
environmental
care, with < 20%
mistakes

Students are able
to conduct
long-life learning
and working
effectively, both
individually and
as a team, have
passion for
entrepreneurship
and environmental
care, with 20-30%
mistakes

Students are able
to conduct
long-life learning
and working
effectively, both
individually and
as a team, have
passion for
entrepreneurship
and
environmental
care, with
>30-44%
mistakes

Students are able
to conduct
long-life learning
and working
effectively, both
individually and
as a team, have
passion for
entrepreneurship
and
environmental
care, with
>=45% mistakes

11 Able to
demonstrate
scientific,
critical, and
innovative
attitude in
biology
learnings,
laboratory
works, and their
professional
tasks.

Students are able
to demonstrate
scientific, critical,
and innovative
attitude in biology
learnings,
laboratory works,
and their
professional tasks,
with < 20%
mistakes

Students are able
to demonstrate
scientific, critical,
and innovative
attitude in biology
learnings,
laboratory works,
and their
professional tasks,
with 20-30%
mistakes

Students are able
to demonstrate
scientific, critical,
and innovative
attitude in
biology learnings,
laboratory works,
and their
professional
tasks, with
>30-44%
mistakes

Students are able
to demonstrate
scientific,
critical, and
innovative
attitude in
biology
learnings,
laboratory works,
and their
professional
tasks with
>=45% mistakes

12 Able
demonstrate
religious and
national cultural

Students are able
to demonstrate
knowledge related
to research of

Students are able
to demonstrate
knowledge related
to research of

Students are able
to demonstrate
knowledge
related to

Students are able
to demonstrate
knowledge
related to
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PLO Performance
Criteria Excellent Good Satisfy Fail

values and
academic ethics
in performing
professional
tasks.

biology
education, with <
20% mistakes

biology education,
with 20-30%
mistakes

research of
biology
education, with
>30-44%
mistakes

research of
biology
education, with
>=45% mistakes

To project PLOs performance of degree Programme, instruments are used as

evaluation tools. Instruments for each PLOs are specific for respective course. Based

on PLO, instruments are developed principally to be able to be used in many courses

with shared PLOs. Instrument related to evaluation of general competences and

attitude are developed by degree Programme and can be used by courses to evaluate

PLOs performance. Table 2 presents instruments used to evaluate performance of

PLOs in certain course.

Table 2. Alternative evaluation instrument used to evaluate PLOs performance

PLO Alternative instrument

1
Able to demonstrate biological knowledge in
molecular, cell, and organism level and interaction
with their environment.

Tests given according to materials, both as
assignments and exams

2

Able to demonstrate application skills of biological
concept and environmental issues with relevant
technologies in the management of natural
resources and environment.

Tests given according to materials, both as
assignments and exams

Observation instruments according to assignments
in line with characteristics of course

Evaluation instruments on resulting product based
on working tasks given

3
Able to demonstrate pedagogic knowledge on
designing, conducting, and evaluating biology
learning.

Tests given according to materials, both as
assignments and exams

Evaluation instruments on resulting product based
on working tasks given
Observation instruments on skills in managing
learning activity

4 Able to demonstrate knowledge related to research
of biology education.

Tests given according to materials, both as
assignments and exams
Observation instruments according to assignments
in line with characteristics of course
Evaluation instruments on resulting product based
on working tasks given
Evaluation instruments on final project (thesis)

5
Able to design, conduct, and evaluate biology
learning by using information and communication
technology (ICT).

Tests given according to materials, both as
assignments and exams

Observation instruments according to assignments
in line with characteristics of course
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PLO Alternative instrument

Evaluation instruments on resulting product based
on working tasks given

Evaluation instruments on final project (thesis)

6

Able to design and perform experiments in biology
learning to collect, analyze, and interpret data to
solve various issues.

Tests given according to materials, both as
assignments and exams

Observation instruments according to assignments
in line with characteristics of course

Evaluation instruments on resulting product based
on working tasks given

Evaluation instruments on final project (thesis)

7

Able to design problem-solving methods by
implementing transferable skills in biology to
develop ecopreneurship (eco-innovation,
eco-opportunity, eco-commitment).

Evaluation instruments on resulting product based
on working tasks given

Observation sheet related to ecopreuneurship:
a. Evaluation rubrics of Giving Inquiries and

Argumentations skills
b. Evaluation rubrics of Presenting product of idea
c. Evaluation rubrics of group cooperation skills
d. Evaluation rubrics of Honest attitude
e. Evaluation rubrics of independent attitude

8 Able to communicate ideas, opinions, and results
of study effectively, both orally and in writing. 1. Observation sheet related to ecopreuneurship:

a.Evaluation rubrics of Giving Inquiries and
Argumentations skills

b. Evaluation rubrics of Presenting product of
idea

c.Evaluation rubrics of group cooperation skills
d. Evaluation rubrics of Honest attitude
e.Evaluation rubrics of independent attitude

2. Observation instruments according to
assignments in line with characteristics of course

3. Evaluation instruments on resulting product
based on working tasks given.

9
Able to make decisions based on data/information
to finish tasks as part of their responsibility in
works performed.

10

Able to conduct long-life learning and working
effectively, both individually and as a team, have
passion for entrepreneurship and environmental
care.

11
Able to demonstrate scientific, critical, and
innovative attitude in biology learnings, laboratory
works, and their professional tasks.

12
Able to demonstrate religious and national cultural
values and academic ethics in performing
professional tasks.

Evaluation instruments tests, observation sheet on working tasks, and product

evaluation are developed by each course based on their material contents. Several

instruments related to pedagogy and curriculum characteristics of Mathematics and

Natural Sciences are facilitated with shared instruments and lecturers are allowed to

modify instruments as necessary.

Performance of PLOs are evaluated through performance of CLOs in each

course. To support PLOs performance, compulsory courses are required to be taken

Electives are enrichment to further support student performance in respective PLO.
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Evaluation on PLOs performance is should be enough on courses as

established on Chapter 2. However, due to various reasons, there are difference of

courses on the current evaluation of PLO performances. The number courses

evaluated for performances of each PLO is presented in Table 3

Table 3 The number of courses evaluated for current PLO performance

PLO Number Number of established
courses

Number of courses
evaluated currently

PLO 1 21 21
PLO 2 11 21
PLO 3 11 10
PLO 4 4 5
PLO 5 10 9
PLO 6 8 11
PLO 7 17 24
PLO 8 19 20
PLO 9 14 19
PLO 10 9 12
PLO 11 23 19
PLO 12 11 7

The main consideration for this decision is that UPBE also desired to evaluate

the contribution of certain additional courses for PLO performances. Degree

programme wants to know whether PLO performance on the electives had the same

trend or not. This evaluation is more directed to ensure programme that compulsory

courses given is enough to support PLOs performance.

Other consideration for difference of PLOs evaluation is the complexity of

application of course evaluation instruments. PLOs performance evaluated courses

less than established is of attitude PLOs (PLO 11 and 12). Instruments prepared by

degree programme are still modified by each course, resulting in changes of PLOs

performances of each course.

Adaptation conducted by UPBE based on the condition is that we need to

develop evaluation instruments both on observation and attitude related to scientific

works, and more applicative, valid, and reliable evaluation instruments of products.
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1. Measurement of PLO 1

PLO 1. Able to demonstrate biological knowledge in molecular, cell, and
organism level and interaction with their environment

Roadmap of Course supporting PLO1

The measurement results for PLO 1 are presented in Figure 6.6. PLO 1 is

carried out by 21 courses. The average percentage of achievement in PLO 1 was E =

41.8%, G = 39.55, S = 16.13, and F = 2.47. The largest percentage, namely 81.35%

occupy the E and G predicates, but there is still a percentage of students who occupy

the F predicate.

In some subjects, the percentage that occupies the E predicate is very

prominent above 70%, namely animal systematic and mycology, and there are no

students who occupy the F title. This shows that the course management is good so

that all students achieve mastery of PLO 1 very well.

In 10 subjects out of 21, namely genetics, microbiology, plant systematic,

animal reproduction, SPH, Plant Systematic, Mycology, Conservation, Biotechnology,

Cell Biology, and Human Anatomy and Physiology, there are still students who are in

the F position even though with a small percentage. This indicates that there is still a

need for improvement in learning by optimizing all resources to increase the
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percentage of students in the E predicate and eliminating the percentage of students

who occupy the Fail predicate.

Figure 1. Assessment of PLO 1; 1 = Molecular Biology, 2 = Genetics, 3 = Environmental
Science, 4 = Microbiology, 5 = Applied Microbiology, 6 = Plant Systematics, 7 = Plant Structure
and Development, 8 = Animal Reproduction, 9 = Animal Systematics; 10 = Animal Structure and
Development, 11 = Development Biology Educational Research, 12 = Plant systematic, 13 =
Mycology, 14 = Conservation, 15 = Histology, 16 = Nutrition, Health and Psychotropics, 17 =
Plant Physiology, 18 = Animal Physiology, 19 = Biotechnology, 20 = Cell Biology, 21 = Human
Anatomy and Physiology,

2. Measurement of PLO 2

PLO 2. Able to demonstrate application skills of biological concept and
environmental issues with relevant technologies in the management of natural
resources and environment

Roadmap of Course supporting PLO 2
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PLO 2 is carried out by 21 subjects, and the measurement outcomes for PLO 1

are presented in Figure 2, PLO 2 is carried out by 21 courses. The average percentage

of PLO 2 achievements is E = 62.25.8%, G = 25.63, S = 8.94 and F = 3.29. The

largest percentage, namely 87.88%, occupied E and G predicates, but there was still a

percentage of students who held Fail positions.

Figure 2. Assessment of PLO 2; 1 = Molecular Biology, 2 = Genetics, 3 = Environmental
Science, 4 = Microbiology, 5 = Applied Microbiology, 6 = Plant Systematics, 7 = Plant Structure
and Development, 8 = Animal Reproduction, 9 = Animal Systematics; 10 = Animal Structure and
Development, 11 = Development Biology Educational Research, 12 = Plant systematic, 13 =
Mycology, 14 = Conservation, 15 = Histology, 16 = Nutrition, Health and Psychotropics, 17 =
Plant Physiology, 18 = Animal Physiology, 19 = Biotechnology, 20 = Cell Biology, 21 = Human
Anatomy and Physiology,

In several subjects, the percentage that occupies the predicate E is very

prominent, namely Applied Microbiology, Animal Structure and Development,

Conservation, and Animal Physiology, and there are no students who occupy the title

of Fail. This shows that the course management is good so that all students achieve

mastery of PLO 2, which is to apply relevant biological concepts to technology on

environmental issues to manage natural resources and the environment well.

In 5 subjects out of 21, namely Genetics, Animal Systematic, Development

Biology Educational Research, Biotechnology, Cell Biology, and Human Anatomy

and Physiology, there are still students who are in the F position even though with a

small percentage. This indicates that there is still a need for improvement in learning

by optimizing all resources to increase the percentage of students in the E predicate

and eliminating the percentage of students who occupy the Fail predicate.
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From the measurement results of PLO 1 and 2 it is recommended to improve

the quality of lectures through optimizing learning resources, learning media,

improving the quality of practicum activities and the quality of assessments by

compiling portfolio-based assessments that allow students to plan and monitor their

learning outcomes independently, so that the achievement of PLO 1 and 2 can be

developed by dosesn and students in the next semester lectures.

Between PLO 1 and 2 is the corresponding PLO as a prerequisite. PLO 1

shows the ability to demonstrate mastery of biological knowledge, while PLO 2 refers

to demonstrating the biological concept of PLO 1. PLO 1 can be seen as a prerequisite

for PLO 2. achievement of PLO 1 and PLO 2 is measured through the same 19

courses. From the analysis, it can be seen that the results match the results between

PLO 1 and PLO 2 achievements. The percentage of category E PLO 1 will be

followed by the same percentage of category E in PLO 2. The results of the 19

courses are presented in Figure 3, 4, dan 5

Figure 3. Assessment Comparation of PLO 1 dan 2; 1 = Molecular Biology, 2 = Genetics, 3 =
Environmental Science, 4 = Applied Microbiology, 5 = Plant Systematics, 6 = Plant Structure and
Development, 7 = Animal Reproduction.
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Figure 4. Assessment Comparation of PLO 1 dan 2; 8 = Animal Systematics; 9 = Animal
Structure and Development, 10 = Development Biology Educational Research, 11 = Plant
systematic, 12 = Mycology, 13 = Conservation.

Figure 5. Assessment Comparation of PLO 1 dan 2; 14 = Histology, 15 = Nutrition, Health and
Psychotropics, 16 = Plant Physiology, 17 = Biotechnology, 18 = Cell Biology, 19 = Human
Anatomy and Physiology,

Of the three graphs have the same tendency, namely the percentage of

achievement in each category in PLO 1 is also followed by achievements in the same

category in PLO 2. These results are very logical because both PLO 1 and PLO 2

have a relationship between basic concepts and implementation of basic concepts.
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3. Measurement of PLO 3

PLO 3. Able to demonstrate pedagogic knowledge on designing, conducting, and
evaluating biology learning

Roadmap of Course supporting PLO 3

PLO 3 is carried out by nine courses. The measurement results show that the

PLO achievements are in the range of Excellent and Good predicates, even in the

innovative learning course II the achievement is 100% in the Excellent range. In the

subject of learning media and learning theory, achievements were still found in the

fail predicate, even though the percentage was small (Figure 6). From these results, it

can be concluded that the mastery of knowledge includes very good pedagogy.
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Figure 6. Assessment of PLO 3; 1 = HOTs Assessment, 2 = Assessment Process and Learning
Outcomes, 3 = Learning Media, 4 = Research Methods, 5 = Innovative Learning II, 6 = Learning
Theory, 7 = Innovative learning 1, 8 = ICT Learning, 9 = HOT Assessment, 10 = Microteaching

Figure 6.9 shows that the average PLO 3 achievement is 71.77% Excellent,

25.95% Good, 1.85% Satisfy, and 0.43% Fail. This data indicates that the

management of learning by related subjects has been carried out correctly and

adequately. PLO 3 is a pedagogical knowledge competency, knowledge about

designing education, managing learning, and measuring learning outcomes. This

pedagogical knowledge mastery is higher than the average biology knowledge ability

from PLO 1 and PLO 2. This condition allows the emergence of educators'

weaknesses that result in delivering biological material that is following development,

given the concepts and phenomena that are studied in biology continuously

developing.
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4. Measurement of PLO 4

PLO 4. Able to demonstrate knowledge related to research of biology education.

Roadmap of Course supporting PLO 4

The achievement of PLO 4 is measured from 5 supporting courses,

namely Molecular Biology, Research Methodology, Microbiology, and Seminar

(Figure 7). The trend of the measurement results obtained was the same as the PLO

measurements 1, 2 and 3, which was dominated by the percentage of the excellent

predicate 53.71%, 39.88% good predicate, 7.73% satisfy predicate and 0.66 % fail.

In detail, Figure 6.10 shows that there are two biology courses and two

pedagogy courses. Subjects number 2 and 4, which are pedagogy courses, achieved a

high percentage for the Excellent predicate, while subjects 1 and 3, which were

biology courses, achieved a much lower achievement for the predicate of

Excellent. This data leads to a discrepancy in the courses that carry PLO 4.

PLO 4 is a knowledge competency related to research in biology learning. The

course that measures PLO should be a pedagogy course, but in the current

measurement the supporting courses are two biology courses and two pedagogy
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courses. It is necessary to re-examine this in order to map the appropriate courses to

support the PLO through a critical analysis of the course planning in the pedagogy

course.

Figure 7. Assessment of PLO 4; 1 = Molecular Biology, 2= Research Methodology, 3=
Microbiology, 4= Seminary, 5 = Biostatistic & Biocomputer

5. Measurement of PLO 5

PLO 5. Able to design, conduct, and evaluate biology learning by using
information and communication technology (ICT).

Roadmap of Course supporting PLO 5
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The achievement of PLO 5 is measured from 9 supporting courses,

namely HOTs Assessment, Assessment Process and Learning Outcomes, Learning

Media, Innovative Learning II, Learning Theory, Innovative Learning 1, ICT

Learning. (Figure 8). The trend of the measurement results obtained was the same as

the previous PLO measurement, dominated by the percentage of the excellent

predicate 83.20%, 13.62% good predicate, 2.72% satisfy predicate and 0.37% fail.

In detail, Figure 6.11 shows that there are two subjects with 100%

achievement in the excellent category, namely Innovative learning II and ICT

learning. These subjects study and implement information and communication

technology. This is very relevant to PLO 5, which emphasizes competence in

mastering information and communication technology to design, manage and evaluate

biology learning. Achieving a PLO of 100% indicates high relevance between PLO

and course characteristics.

In other courses, improvements must be made, it can be seen from the data in

the HOTs Assessment course, Learning Media and Learning Theory that there are still

achievements in the Fail predicate. The lecture needs to optimize the application of

information and communication technology as a model for students on how to

manage technology-based learning.

The data obtained as a whole depicts the soft skills provided by the study

Programme as special skills for students related to the implementation of good

information and communication technology. This information is an indicator that the

resulting educators are able to adapt and compete in the world of work armed with

these soft skills.
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Figure 8. Assessment of PLO 5; 1 = HOTs Assessment, 2 = Assessment Process and Learning
Outcomes, 3 = Learning Media, 4 = Innovative Learning II, 5 = Learning Theory, 6 = Innovative
learning 1, 7 = ICT Learning, 8 = Religion (Islam), 9 = Microteaching.

6. Measurement of PLO 6

PLO 6. Able to design and perform experiments in biology learning to collect,
analyse, and interpret data to solve various issues.

Roadmap of Course supporting PLO 6
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The PLO 6 achievement is measured from 11 subjects as shown in Figure 6.

12. The trend of the measurement results obtained is the same as the previous PLO

measurement, dominated by the percentage of the excellent predicate 86.1%, the good

predicate 8.81%, 4.30% satisfy and filed 1.06%.

In detail, Figure 9 shows that there are two courses with 100% achievement in

the excellent category, namely Microbiology and Waste Management courses. The

characteristics of the two courses examine phenomena through experimental activities

controlling the related variables. Through practicing controlling and designing

experiments it is proven to be able to support the relevant PLO 6 achievements.

In other courses, improvements must be made, it appears by the data in the

courses of Molecular Biology, Plant Development Structure, and Conservation that

there are still achievements in the Fail predicate. The lecture needs to optimize

experimental activities as modelling and provide direct experience for students related

to scientific thinking through experiments.

The data obtained as a whole illustrates that special skills in the form of

student soft skills related to logical thinking and scientific thinking through

experimental activities can be achieved well. This information is an indicator that the

educators produced by the study Programme are expected to be able to think logically,

scientifically, critically and innovatively as the demands of the 21st century.
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Figure 9. Assessment of PLO 6; 1 = Molecular Biology, 2 = Research Methods, 3 = Microbiology,
4 = Waste Management, 5 = Plant Structure and Development, 6 = Animal Systematics, 7
= Development Biology Educational Research, 8 = Conservation, 9 = Plant Physiology, 10 =
Seminar, 11 = Biostatistic & Biocomputer

7. Measurement of PLO 7

PLO 7. Able to design problem-solving methods by implementing transferable
skills in biology to develop ecopreneurship (eco-innovation, eco-opportunity,
eco-commitment).

Roadmap of Course supporting PLO 7

PLO 7 contains the characteristics of learning in FMNS, which leads to the

development of ecopreneurship (eco-innovation, eco-opportunity,

eco-commitment). The competencies contained in ecopreneurship are soft skills

needed in social life. PLO 7 is measured through the outcomes of 19 courses, as

shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Assessment of PLO 7; 1 = Molecular Biology, 2 = Environmental Science, 3 =
Entrepreneurship, 4 = Learning Media, 5 = Applied Microbiology, 6 = Waste Management, 7 =
Plant systematic, 8 = Plant Development Structure, 9 = Animal Reproduction, 10 = Animal
Systematics, 11 = Development Biology Educational Research, 12 = Plant systematic, 13 =
Mycology, 14 = Conservation, 15 = Histology, 16 = Plant Physiology, 17 = Animal Physiology,
18 = Biotechnology, 19 = Cell Biology, 20 = Physical Education, 21 = Civics, 22 = Study of
Pancasila, 23 = Biostatistic & Biocomputer, 24 = English for Biology

The average achievement based on these data shows the percentage of

achievement in the excellent predicate 86.74%, the good predicate 13.07%, 0.05%

satisfy predicate and 0.68% fail. Figure 6.15 shows the breakdown of achievement in

each subject, which shows promising results in all courses. The soft skill competency

of ecopreneurship is a skill that students can master students through lectures at

FMNS. All courses facilitate the development of soft skills through all activities in the

lecture.
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8. Measurement of PLO 8

PLO 8. Able to communicate ideas, opinions, and results of study effectively,
both orally and in writing.

Roadmap of Course supporting PLO 8

PLO 8 is a general skill in the form of soft skills in communicating both orally

and in writing. This PLO is measured through 20 courses as in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Assessment of PLO 8; 1 = Environmental Science, 2 = Research Methods, 3 = Waste
Management, 4 = Plant systematic, 5 = Structure of Plant Development, 6 = Animal Reproduction,
7 = Animal Systematics, 8 = Development Biology Educational Research, 9 = Plant systematic, 10
= Conservation, 11 = Histology, 12 = Plant Physiology, 13 = Animal Physiology, 14 =
Biotechnology, 15 = Cell Biology, 16 = Philosophy of Science, 17 = Seminar, 18 = Bahasa
Indonesia, 19 = Microteaching, 20 = English for Biology

The average achievement based on these data shows the percentage of

achievement in the excellent predicate 79.90%, the good title 17.73%, the satisfactory

predicate 1.78% and 0.58% fail. Figure 6.14 shows the breakdown of achievement in

each course which shows good results in all courses. Communication competence can

be gifted well to students, because the lecture process in all subjects puts forward

communication to share concepts through presentations. Presentations can take place

between lecturers, students and with the audience when presentations in national and

international seminar forums.

9. Measurement of PLO 9

PLO 9. Able to make decisions based on data/information to finish tasks as part
of their responsibility in works performed.

Roadmap of Course supporting PLO 9
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PLO 9 emphasizes the ability to make decisions based on data /

information to complete tasks as a form of responsibility. PLO 9 is measured through

17 subjects as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Assessment of PLO 9; 1 = HOTs Assessment, 2 = Assessment Process and Learning
Outcomes, 3 = Genetics, 4 = Environmental Science, 5 = Learning Media, 6 = Research Methods,
7 = Innovative Learning II, 8 = Waste Management, 9 = Plant systematic, 10 = learning theory, 11
= Animal Reproduction, 12 = Animal structure & Development, 13 = Plant systematic, 14
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= Innovative learning 1, 15 = Biotechnology, 16 = Philosophy of Science, 17 = Seminar, 18 =
Microteaching, 19 = Biostatistic & Biocomputer.

The average achievement based on these data shows the percentage of

achievement in the excellent predicate 75.03%, the 21.48% good predicate, 3.89%

satisfactory and 0.58% fail. Figure 6.15 shows the breakdown of achievement in each

subject which shows good results in all courses. Decision-making competencies based

on data to complete tasks as a form of responsibility can be achieved well. Some

subjects still need to be improved, namely HOTs Assessment courses, Animal

Structure & Development and Plant systematic courses.

The PLO 9 equips students with general skills to be applied in all aspects of

life. With good achievements seen from 75.03% of students occupying the Excellent

criteria, it can be predicted that the graduates of the study Programme will have

competencies such as those that are designated as PEOs.

10. Measurement of PLO 10

PLO 10. Able to conduct long-life learning and working effectively, both
individually and as a team, have passion for entrepreneurship and
environmental care.

Roadmap of Course supporting PLO 10
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PLO 10 emphasizes the ability to learn lifelong and work effectively well,

have an entrepreneurial spirit, and care for the environment. These are general skills

for adapting and surviving in society. PLO 10 is measured through 6 courses (Figure

13). The average achievement based on these data shows the percentage of

achievement in the excellent predicate 81.26%, the good predicate 14.87%, 2.33%

satisfactory predicate and 1. 52% fail.

Figure 13. Assessment of PLO 10; 1 = HOTs assessment, 2 = entrepreneurship, 3 =
microbiologist, 4 = waste management, 5 = learning theory, 6 = philosophy of science, 7 = Bahasa
Indonesia, 8 = Religion (Islam), 9 = Physical Education, 10 = Civics, 11 = Study of Pancasila, 12
= Microteaching

From the data obtained, it appears that the measurement results in the

Microbiology course show the largest percentage on the Good criteria, followed by

Satisfy and Excellent. So, it appears that the microbiology course still needs to be

improved. What needs to be reviewed based on these data is the suitability of the

course with the general skills being measured, which involves reviewing the relevance

of measurement indicators through the developed instruments.
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11. Measurement of PLO 11
PLO 11. Able to demonstrate scientific, critical, and innovative attitude in
biology learnings, laboratory works, and their professional tasks.

Roadmap of Course supporting PLO 11

The PLO 11 pertained to aspects of attitude, for example demonstrating

innovative scientific attitude in teaching biology, laboratory activities, and

professional duties. This aspect of attitude can be measured through 19 subjects as

shown in Figure 14. Overall, the average PLO 11 achievement was 88.19% for the

excellent predicate, 9.60% for good, 1.78% for satisfy and 0.42% for fail.
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Figure 14. Assessment of PLO 11; 1 = Human Anatomy and Physiology, 2 = HOTs Assessment,
3 = Assessment Process and Learning Outcomes, 4 = Molecular Biology, 5 = Genetics, 6 =
Environmental Science, 7 = Research Methods, 8 = Applied Microbiology, 9 = Innovative
Learning II, 10 = Waste Management, 11 = Learning Theory, 12 = Animal structure &
development, 13 = Innovative learning 1, 14 = ICT Learning, 15 = Mycology, 16 = Histology, 17
= Nutrition, Health and Psychotropics, 18 = Animal Physiology. 19 = Philosophy of Science

From the data it appears that what still needs to be improved is in the

Molecular Biology and Animal Structure & Development courses. The formation of

an attitude like orderly in PLO 11, needs to be practiced through practicum activities,

observations or projects assigned to students.

12. Measurement of PLO 12

PLO 12. Able to demonstrate religious and national cultural values and
academic ethics in performing professional tasks.

Roadmap of Course supporting PLO 12
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PLO 12 focuses on the ability to demonstrate the religious and cultural values

  of the nation, as well as academic ethics in carrying out their professional

duties. At this time the measurement is still being carried out in one subject, namely

entrepreneurship with good results, as in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Assessment of PLO 12; 1 = Entrepreneurship course, 2 = Bahasa Indonesia, 3 =
Religion, 4 = Physical Education, 5 = Civics, 6 = Study of Pancasila.

The results obtained for the PLO 12 achievement are good, because 92. 03%

of students are in excellent achievement positions. To obtain a representative picture
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of the results, it is necessary to measure other subjects. It is necessary to review the

PLO mapping with relevant courses to train competencies in PLO.

A portrait of the achievement of all PLOs from all the courses that carry it can

be said that the percentage of achievement for specific skills, general skills and

attitudes is higher than that for knowledge PLO (PLO1, PLO 2, PLO 3 and PLO 4), as

in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Overall PLOs performance of UPBE

These data provide information that the PLO attainment of knowledge is lower

than the PLO for specific skills, general skills and attitudes. The results of the PLO

measurement are in line with user responses, that graduates of the UPBE have

integrity (ethics and morals), expertise based on scientific fields (professionalism),

English and the use of information technology are in the good and very

good categories. This shows that graduates of the UPBE have good adaptability and

have good analytical skills so that they can be accepted in work fields that are

different from the fields studied during lectures.

In addition, the results of the graduate tracer study also show that 13% of

graduates continue their education to a higher level of education, namely the master

Programme. Graduates undertake further studies at their own expense, or with

competitive funding, for example scholarships from the Ministry of Higher Education

and the Education Fund Management Institution (LPDP) of the Republic of

Indonesia. Thus, it can be concluded that graduates of the UPBE have the motivation
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to learn throughout life. In addition, graduates can also compete with graduates from

other study Programmes for scholarships.

The data obtained also provides recommendations for improving the quality of

the lecture process in biology and pedagogy content courses. Quality improvement

can be done in the aspects of planning, aspects of the use of teaching materials,

handouts, media, and platforms used in lectures during this pandemic. Increased

mastery of biology and pedagogy knowledge is very important, because it is the

foundation for the development of science independently. Therefore, the students’

ability to conduct long-life learning can be developed.

Another recommendation is to review the correlation of PLO with courses so

that it is truly relevant. Relevance needs to be based on a special instrument that must

be developed. A review of the instrument must also be carried out, in order to obtain

an operational instrument to measure learning outcomes in the PLO.
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